
LSAC Committee Meeting 10-03-10 
 
Start 5:40 
Hello   last minutes 
Go tom 
“people finished playing with chips” – tom 
IOM coach- not enough in budget, 
mum sent cheque (no fun).  
Will claim £25 to pay for coach- claim rest 
 
BUTC cheque not written properly 
BUTTS cheque also not done 
Get them to cancel 
 
AU general meeting 
Tom and kim- Thursday 6pm 
 
O HANNAH 
Superstars- 40 people 
“40 all in one go?” :P 
6 members helping 
AU may stagger it 
Tom to give Hannah spreadsheet to keep track of arrows/ damages 
6 bosses- 1 p.p 
Novices need 1 to 1 tuition 
AU exec helping with no archery experience 
Move stuff to outdoors cupboard and leave it there 
Do that on Friday? Who can help at 1ish? 
Car? “jade looks funny” 
Meet at victory hal unless hear otherwise 
 
Mike/jel-  jel thinks shower is more important than meeting 
Meet at union fountain 8.45-9am sign in bus window 
 
Kim/rob  £100ish in private account 
Mum wants money 
Ask for receipt 
DO NOT USE ACCOUNT!!!!! 
BUTTS fees done 
Form- ask jungle 
Do by Monday- get old one, NOTE money for bosses 
 
Jade/alex 
Club kit- screen print- email jade to order, jade tom or alex can collect money 
 
Holly/ash 
Social shirts/IOM “THE STUBBS” sent designs to company, defo get them before IOM “all good” 
 
Committee parties- Friday/sat----Saturday  
 
Ash not gonna take session as shell be late- Hannah leaves to take it 



Holly to turn up on time to a session for training 
 
Holly leaves 
 
“say hi to alec” 
“not like that” “keep your clothes on this time” 
 
Mat 
Arrows- doing them soon had a test not good 
Nocking points need doing on club bows 
Put ropes up for outside shooting 
 
Andy/ernie 
WOW article? 
Wait till outdoors to be better 
Ben crouch in charge of WOW looking for other sports than rugby/football as their boring 
Want to interview mat haha! 
 
Need to sign data protection form 
Tom forgot the supervisor forms 
 
Tuesday 16th mike 
Wednesday 17th- holly/tom 
Saturday 20th ernie and tom 
Sunday 21st ben 
Tuesday 23rd tom 
Wednesday holly 
 
A.O.B 
“are we nearly there yet?” 
NO 
 
Tom to keep “constricted control” 
Do not take alcohol on ferries 
 
End 6.10 


